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Where is the property located: 
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The property is located in Central America, in Costa Rica. North of the capital San Jose is the Proviz Guanecaste. 

Guanacaste is the most northwestern province of Costa Rica. The province covers an area of 10,141 km² and 

has a population of 326,953. The capital of the province is Liberia. Wikipedia 

The village of Nuevo Arenal in the canton of Tilaran is located on the 

northeastern shore of the eponymous Lake Arenal. Lake Arenal is a reservoir 

in Costa Rica and with its area of 80 km² the largest inland lake in the country. 

It is located at the foot of the Arenal Volcano and near the Monteverde Cloud 

Forest. Wikipedia 

The town of Nuevo Arenal was founded in 1973, when work began on Lake Arenal. 

At that time, the population of Arenal was relocated to what is now Nuevo Arenal because of the flooding 

of the reservoir. This is where the name Nuevo Arenal - New Arenal comes from. This is the largest town 

on the route from Tilaran to La Fortuna. 

Fahrzeiten und Entfernungen 
- Distance from San Jose to Nuevo Arenal: 175.7 kilometers. 

- Travel time from San Jose to Nuevo Arenal: 4 hours. 

- Distance from Liberia to Nuevo Arenal: 97.4 kilometers. 

- Travel time from Liberia to Nuevo Arenal: 2 hours. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Provinz_Guanacaste
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arenal-See
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Casa Lobo 

Total property: 

 

29'5575 square meters ~ 3 hectares (~ 7 acres), divided and 
measured in 4 subdivisions from 1079 to 21539 m2 size. 
Completely fenced, separated from the access road by a 2.3 
meters high natural stone privacy wall and an automatic gate. 
  
 

  

Parzelle 1: 

 

1078 m2 plot directly after entrance gate existing and prepared 
building site with 180 degree panoramic view of Lake Arenal and 
Tenorio Volcano. 
Subsoil excavated over 1m deep, filled with seepage material and 
compacted. So ideal subsoil preparation. 
All connections water, stron, internet directly developed. 
Street front separated by natural stone wall. 

Parzelle 2: 

 

5577 m2 plot with horse pasture and horse stable. 
Permaculture with over 60 fruit trees and plants. Over 35 different 
species. 
Many Fruit trees (biriba, lemon, santol, coffee, loquat, fig, caimito, 
blue berry, mangosten, zapote, all spices, mimbro, mabolo, 
orange, avocado, fig, cocoa, banana, apple, katuk, banana, jack 
fruit, noni, soursop, muld berry, lemon caviar, sugar cane, mimbro, 
miracle fruit, yuplon, mandarin, pitanga, star fruit, coconuts, noni, 
water apple, acerola, lemon, Abiu, black peppers, nutmeg).  
Natural Jungel Rainforest Own Spring 

Parzelle 3: 

 

No: 00055311-00 
21'520 m2 plot with 2 guest houses, small pool, panoramic 
terrace, workshop, large 3 meter high double garage, sauna with 
wellness area. 
tool shed and chicken coop, pasture with fish pond and clear 
stream as border.  
Prepared with another level building lot 

Parzelle 4: 

 

1358 m2 plot to reach after 65 meters driveway and electric gate. 
Main house with about 150m2 living space, 2 garages, forecourt 
and panoramic terrace with 180 degree panoramic view of Lake 
Arenal and Tenorio Volcano. Whole house wired 100V and 220 
Volt, American and European power outlets available everywhere 
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Total property: 

Immediately generate income with guest houses and safe storage, enough land for self-catering. 
Situated in the middle of nature. 2 km from the center of the village via a well maintained road 
500 meters to the nearest school. 
 
Without exaggerating this property has one of the most beautiful views of all Arenal; this is also confirmed by the 
locals! A 180 ° lake view and unobstructed view of the Tenorio volcano, at the spectacular sunsets you sit in the 
evening on the terrace on the first seats! 
 

 

  

 

A regular weak breeze from the lake drives away pesky mosquitoes, so you don't have to use chemicals to enjoy 
the evenings outside! 
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Likewise, you do not need air conditioning here, warm days and pleasant cooling at night provide a pleasant 

climate and restful sleep. If you want more heat, in 1 ½ hours you are at the most beautiful beaches of Costa Rica. 

Our experience has been that this is an ideal day trip, but we were always glad to be back in more temperate 

climates. 

 

 

  

 

Main House 

Casa Suizo 
Casa Tica 
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Main House / Haupthaus: 

The main house was built by a Swiss architect and a Swiss builder. It was built entirely according to European 
standards and with high quality materials. It is not - as usual in the American continent - a "sandwich 

construction" of wooden 
framework covered with panels. 
The walls are made entirely of 
15 cm thick concrete blocks and 
high quality plaster. Therefore, it 
would be possible without any 
problems and relatively 
inexpensive to build another 
floor on top of the existing first 
floor to expand the living space 
(and the view). 
 
 

The infrastructure is up to date, water supply in the house is piped with Sanipex, so a replacement lecker pipes is 
easy to manage. 
 
Electricity wiring throughout the house in both 110V and 220 volts available. Sockets according to American, 
German and Swiss standards. 
 
Hot water supply by instantaneous water heater and solar panel. Central sewage disposal by septic tank was 
newly built last year. 
 
Internet and telephone is of course also hardwired. A satellite dish for TV reception is mounted on the roof. 
 
2 bathrooms, one with a huge shower cabin and one with shower and whirlpool bath. 
 
In addition, there is a separate room for an employee(s) with sleeping facilities, kitchenette, shower and toilet. So 
you can accommodate a gardener / guard according to local standards. 
 
A laundry room is equipped with new and high quality machines such as washing machine and dryer. 
 
A large garage and 2 covered car shelters provide sufficient sheltered space for your vehicles or hobby. 
 
The main house is separately fenced and therefore ideal for dogs. A large beautiful radio controlled gate 
separates it from the rest of the property. Access is via the approximately 70 meter paved road from the main 
entrance. 
 
The floor plan is ideal for a couple or small family. Since life here in Costa Rica is mostly outdoors, a covered 
sitting area, viewing terrace and atrium at the entrance is likely to be the center of life during the day.  
 
On the rare cooler days in December, you'll appreciate the built-in fireplace.    
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Casita Suizo (Guesthouse 1) 

The Casita Suizo is - like the main house - completely made of stone. However, it has 2 floors and has built in the 
lower floor, in addition to a large and high universal room of over 60 m2, a small wellness oasis.  
Sun deck with sand, a relaxation zone covered, a Finnish sauna and a cold as well as a hot water pool and a 
rainforest shower are not missing here. 
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On the upper floor a small family will find comfortable space in the 2 bedrooms. A fully equipped kitchen, a small 

bathroom with shower / toilet and a cozy living room invite guests to stay here. 

   
 

But also outside the Casito has a lot to offer: A covered panoramic terrace of more than 50 m2 with BBQ oven, a 

sunbathing lawn and even a small pool bar with waterfall will definitely give you that pura vida feeling. 
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Casito Tico (Guesthouse 2) 

 The Casita Tico is very popular with our guests. It reflects the 

local way of life through its 

colorfulness, through the open 

kitchen, its large sun terrace and 

also impresses with the "Million-

Dollar-View! 

 

 

At night in bed you feel like you are right in the jungle. Through the room-sized windows you see nothing but 

nature from the bed. 

If you are lucky, you will be woken up in the morning by 

the monkeys outside the window. 
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The first floor contains 2 air-conditioned and burglar-proof drying rooms; the most important thing in Costa Rica if 

you don't want to be there all the time and don't want to renew your electronic equipment every 6 months. 

There is also a small wood store, a chicken 

coop with enclosure, a garden shed 

workshop. 

This guest house is also ideal for hobby or 

amateur radio operators, as it has a fixed 

antenna mast that can be extended to 10 

meters.  
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Surroundings and Garden 

Fully developed property with endless potential 

The whole complex covers 3 hectares, completely fenced and divided by fences into different zones for horse 

keeping. 

A horse stable with rancho offers enough space for 2 horses, which can also move and romp sufficiently on the 

spacious pasture. 

The access is secured by an electric gate from the road. The main house also has another electric gate. 

The access roads to the houses and the stable are all paved with concrete. An idyllic palm avenue leads to the 

houses. 

All supply lines (electricity, water, internet) are newly laid and designed with control and maintenance shafts so 

that individual lines can be replaced or repaired. 

A small pool bar invites you to linger on hot days, while a sauna helps you get over the rainy season. 

A fish or swimming pond in the lower part of the property is fed with fresh water from the border stream and can 

certainly be used for fish farming. 

2 ais-leveled and compacted platforms are laid out (including natural access road) and ready to be cultivated. 

A foodforrest with over 40 fruit and fruit trees is laid out as permaculture. Over 30 different foodstuffs grow here, 

from various fruits and vegetables to cocoa and coffee. 
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Split of property as an Option 
http://arenal.cr 

 

 

❶ 249'000.- Owner-Financing: 50%  
❶+❷ 399'000.- ❶+❷+❸+❹ 549'000.- 

❶+❷+❸ 449'000.- ❶+❷+❸+❹+❺ 685'000.- 
 

Splited pieces can be purchased in recommended Order. Eg only #1, #1 and #2 etc. Not for sale is for example just 

#4 or just #5. Exact survey will be done as negotiated before closing.  

  

① 

 

② 

③ 

 

④ 

 

⑤ 
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Price and financing 

Sales Price 

The property can be purchased in whole or in part (individual lots). The appraisal, which is based on a price of US$ 

1600.00 for developed living space and US$ 15.00 for developed land, totals over US$ 1 million. We are motivated 

to sell because we still want to spend our retirement traveling. Therefore, pretty much everything is negotiable 

and we will sell well below this estimate.. 

Our negotiable price is CHF. 850‘000.-, Reduced to CHF 685‘000.- 

The proceeds from the sale are to support our pension, so we do not rely on a cash sale (see funding) 

Pack your bags - emigrate - earn your own living 

- enjoy life! 

Funding 

Financing by current owner possible, down payment approx. 35% of the selling price negotiable. Anonymity of 

your investment is also guaranteed as there is no information exchange agreement between Costa Rica and the 

rest of the world. 

- Swiss occupational pension (2nd pillar) or American / Canadian IRS can be triggered for financing! 

- Income can be generated immediately through the 2 guest houses, safe storage and parking lot rental! 

- The large property also allows self-sufficiency to a large extent Owner-Financing 

- Interest rate 4.75% per annum 

- Financing period: flexible 

- Maximum financing: 50% 

Financing of other construction projects on the property up to 50%. 
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Apendixes 

1. Steuern 
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2. Parzelle 2 
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Why Costa Rica 

Costa Rica is a small country in Central America that has a lot to offer. Mountains up to 4000 

meters high, two oceans (Pacific and Caribbean) volcanoes and beautiful beaches are just 

some of the many attractions to see here. The Pacific side of Costa Rica has over 1000 km of 

coastline. 

 

With an area of 51,100 km² and about 4,200,000 inhabitants, Costa Rica is often called "the 

Switzerland of Central America". The country is located between the 8th and 11th northern 

latitude and is thus in the tropics. The Costa Rican climate is very good, according to the 

WHO, parts of the country even have the healthiest climate in the world. 

The army was abolished in 1948 and the funds freed up were invested in health and education 

programs instead. 

The country is one of the world's pioneers in ecotourism. But Costa Rica is also very 

ecologically minded in other ways. Costa Rica obtains all of its electricity from renewable 

sources, and about 27% of the country's land is protected nature reserves.  

Furthermore, the political situation in Costa Rica is very stable. Civil wars, dictatorships and 

social unrest have not occurred in Costa Rica since 1950, thanks to various socio-political 

measures, and the country boasts active and permanent unarmed neutrality, which makes it 

one of the safest countries in Latin America.  

The climate in Costa Rica is initially unfamiliar to Europeans, as there are no four seasons 

and no real winters. There is a rainy season from May to November and a dry season from 

December to April. Depending on the region, there are different weather systems and many 

microclimates.  


